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Introduction
We begin our journey with the State of Innocence. This is the period of man before sin came into the
world.

Creator vs. Creation
● Vast chasm between God and creatures

God’s Work in Creation
Intelligent Design

- This account begins with the testimony of scripture and then interprets external observations in
light of the text.

- All creation, including man, was specifically created as such in literal 6 24 hour periods. The
Genesis account is viewed as a historic account that is not to be taken figuratively. God created
Adam as the first man from the dust and breathed life into him personally.

- Genesis 1:26-31, 2:7, 2:18, 21-25
- Let Us. God taking council with himself in the godhead (trinity)
- Our image. Man is created in God’s image rather than being made and bestowed God’s image
- Male and Female. Mankind is communal and complementary. creation mandates given to the

couple since it was not good for Adam to be alone, he needed a helper in his duties

Theistic Evolution
- Begins with external observations and then seeks to harmonize scripture with it.
- States that man evolved from lower creatures, body and soul, by natural forces entirely by

inherent forces. Some have argued that man’s body alone is what is a result of the evolutionary
process and that God had designated the first man as bearing the image of God by being
endowed with a rational soul.

- Fancis Collins identifies 6 points
- the prevailing cosmological model, with the universe coming into being about 13.8 billion

years ago;
- the fine-tuned universe;
- evolution and natural selection;
- No special supernatural intervention is involved once evolution got under way;
- Humans are a result of these evolutionary processes; and
- Despite all these, humans are unique. The concern for the Moral Law (the knowledge of right

and wrong) and the continuous search for God among all human cultures defy evolutionary
explanations and point to our spiritual nature.

- This view believes the Genesis creation account (1-3) as being figurative
- Snakes do not talk
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- Language is poetic
- Sharp repetition in Chapter 1 and 2
- Holds to day age theory

- No real biblical evidence
- Allows death before the fall (Romans 6:23)
- Complicates Christ as representative for humanity (Romans 5:14,16)
- Use of “Day” (Yom).
- From dust you came, to dust you shall return (Ecc 3:19-20, 1 Cor 15:39)
- No indication of figurative language. Biblical writers understood a historical account (1

Tim 2:12-14)
- No explicit evidence for macro evolution (cross species), only mentions  micro evolution

(according to its kind)
Conclusion

● The biblical data clearly teaches intelligent design
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